Conceptual breakthroughs in science tend to garner accolades and attention. But, as the invention of tissue culture and the development of isotopic tracers show, innovative methods open up new fields and enable the solution of longstanding problems. 
In 1953 virologist John Enders stood before the American Association of Immunologists and began his talk, Tissue Cultures in the Study of Immunity": Retrospection and Anticipation, with an apology. "To construct a presidential address around a technique," he said, "might perhaps be taken as indicative of infertility of mind and limited imagination." Nonetheless, he continued, he was going to speak about tissue culture in the study of immunity, for he believed that the dictum Die Methode ist alles, or "method is everything" was fundamentally true: "although admittedly an overstatement as well as a platitude, [it] cannot be too frequently emphasized." 1 Indeed, not a year went by before he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine with Thomas Weller and Frederick Robbins for their work in getting the poliovirus to grow in tissue culture. Previously, the virus had to be maintained in the laboratory by infecting experimental animals, and it was widely believed it would persist only in nervous tissue. Tissue culture transformed work on polio, but it also profoundly changed virology because one could ask different kinds of questions in cultured cells than in whole animals or hen eggs. For Enders, the ability to follow cytopathology at every instant-to see what the virus did to the cell, and how the cell responded to the virus-was key to the fertility of the tissue culture method not just for polio research, but for all of virology and immunology.
Too often, discussions of technique and method in science have indeed been seen as signs of a limited imagination-empirical work associated with tinkering, rather than conceptual work associated with theory and discovery. Scholarship tends to follow the same trend, producing detailed histories and philosophies of theoretical change, while method, technique or instrumentation often remain in the shadows, particularly if developments occur in the realm of industry rather than academia 2 . However, many examples from the history of science tell us that Enders was right: that the distinction between science and technology, or between thinking and technique, is artificial and underplays the centrality of technical development in determining the shape and conduct of modern biology. Moreover, social conditions also shape technical possibilities and scientific discovery in unexpected and interesting ways, as events in world history and commerce alter the range of possibilities for the manipulation and investigation a few hours. Experiments with living cells from animals and humans were made possible by tissue culture, and this changed several fields of biology, one by one.
In virology, for instance, the very sense that viral infection and immune reactions happened at the level of the cell rather than the tissue, organ or whole body was shaped by the rapid expansion of tissue culture methods after 1950. Thus John Enders could tell immunologists in 1953 that the significance of tissue culture lay in the clear definition of two central problems for the virologist: how does the infective particle enter the susceptible cell, and how does it multiply therein? Ever perceptive, he recognized that it was the reconfiguration of the problems themselves rather than the production of particular results that could really drive the direction of research.
Perhaps the most obvious consequence of the reorganization of research questions around the cell, due to the ability to manipulate it in vitro, was the rise of the distinct discipline of 'cell biology' after the Second World War. Keith Porter, first to take an electron micrograph of an intact cultured eukaryotic cell, was part of the establishment of an American infrastructure for tissue culture work. He helped found the Tissue Culture Commission and the effort to standardize tissue culture methods after 1946, but he argued at length with other tissue culturists over naming the work they were doing; tissue culture, he felt, was a method, not a field of knowledge, and "cell biology" better captured what the method enabled. He saw tissue culture as a material foundation that had to be built so that cell biology could flourish. Porter complained vociferously about the time and labor he had to put into culturing cells before he could even get to electron microscopy of them 8 . Even though the Rockefeller Institute where he was located had been a center for tissue culture earlier in the century, in the laboratory of Alexis Carrel, all the knowledge and equipment had gone when the individual scientist did.
I sometimes wish that I could connect with a good tissue culture lab so that so much of my time would not be taken up with tissue culture problems. The electron microscope end of things is much more my meat. If only some of those boys who control the cash had enough intelligence to see the possibilities they would really get a good crowd of specialists together and in underestimated at the beginning not just by the Secretary who has had charge of it, but by the whole Executive Committee of the Tissue Culture Commission, composed of experienced workers in the field." 4 Murray created a veritable tome containing 23,000 titles published between 1884 and 1950, crossindexed into 100,000 entries 5 . This is the kind of story that lurks in many archives of twentieth-century biology, and it shows how a technique can be pervasive but hard to see as an overall force in science: even before the standardization and commercial availability of tissue culture equipment, culture media, antibiotics or cell lines, even in an age where everyone thought they knew everyone who did tissue culture, the experts themselves underestimated the spread of a technique and its role across biological science.
In the 1950s, the American and European Tissue Culture Associations worked hard to standardize practices and equipment, more biological supply companies entered the market for media and equipment, practitioners were trained at summer schools, and the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (the precursor to today's March of Dimes) paid for virologists to train in tissue culture techniques as part of the drive for a cure for polio, as well as underwriting the mass production and shipping of HeLa cell (a human tumor cell line) cultures to biologists across the United States 6 . Plating techniques that had been developed for bacteria were adapted to animal cells by Renato Dulbecco, populations derived from cloned single somatic cells permitted genetic analysis and, after 1951, sustained culture of human cells brought living human tissues into the laboratory as experimental materials for the first time 7 . Today the venture to create a bibliography of all the life science conducted using tissue culture is unimaginable and perhaps verges on the meaningless. Beyond ubiquity, how has tissue culture shaped biology over the twentieth century?
Most notably, it has made possible the focus on the cell as the basic operational unit of living things. Before tissue culture, investigations of the cell took place in single-celled organisms or in conveniently transparent marine organisms, whereas histological work detailed the structure and pathology of more complex organisms. Physiology worked with tissues or organs that lived briefly outside the body. Biochemistry used extracts of various kinds and, sometimes, tissue slices that lived for of matter. Many stories could be told to illustrate these points; here, we explore tissue culture and the use of radioisotopes to show how technical breakthroughs become infrastructural or ubiquitous, and how, in turn, they quietly shape the growth of biological knowledge.
tissue culture: a technical infrastructure a century in the making Tissue culture was established as an experimental technique in the early decades of the twentieth century, most notably through embryologist Ross Harrison's demonstration of the origin of the nerve fiber 3 . Great excitement (and some disbelief) originally greeted the idea that the cells of complex animals could be grown in a dish like bacteria. Through the decades of the 1920s and 1930s, the laboratories practicing tissue culture could be easily counted. By 1940 the use of this technique, despite severe and obvious shortcomings, was rapidly growing. Tissue culture was an exacting technique, in particular because of the need for strict asepsis before the introduction of antibiotics (Fig. 1) . Despite efforts to make a synthetic medium, no cell culture would thrive without the addition of "embryo extract." Likewise, efforts to grow clonal populations of cells descended from a single cell, and thus obtain pure cultures of homogenous cells, met with continual failure, leading some scientists to conclude that cells of higher animals simply could not proliferate when isolated. It was difficult to quantify the populations of cells as they crawled around the dish or grew irregularly. Tissue culture glassware could be ordered from biological supply catalogs, but practices remained highly idiosyncratic, each laboratory making and growing its own cultures, often with equipment also constructed by each individual scientist.
Despite these difficulties, the technique had spread into all branches of biology. When Margaret Murray, one of the founding members of the Tissue Culture Commission, in 1946 took on the task of preparing a complete bibliography of all published papers about, or using, tissue culture, she predicted that 2,000 to 3,000 references would be contained in the projected compilation. It turned out, however, that tissue culture technique had proliferated through the life sciences as readily as cells in culture, and the project was not completed until 1953. She wrote, in a plea for funds, "The magnitude of this project was could be taken up by plants and its movement through tissues followed 12 . But lead is not a normal constituent of the cell. To trace the chemical transformations crucial to life, one needed isotopes of lighter elements, first available in the 1930s with the stable isotopes deuterium, oxygen-18, carbon-13, and nitrogen-15, which could be used to tag biological molecules 13 . Radioactive isotopes soon competed with stable isotopes as tracers, particularly once E.O. Lawrence used his cyclotron to generate phosphorus-32, sodium-24, carbon-11 and, after 1940, carbon-14. However, the demand for radioisotopes soon outstripped supply, and the wartime mobilization further limited availability.
Even before the war had ended, scientists within the Manhattan Project lobbied General Leslie Groves to commission one of its reactors-the graphite pile in Oak Ridge, Tennessee-as a production site for radioisotopes for 'off-Project' users (Fig. 2) . This was part of a broader vision to free the atom from military control after the war, resulting happened with radioactive isotopes at the end of the Second World War. Publications registered the upsurge: in 1945, the percentage of papers in the US-based Journal of Biological Chemistry in which radioisotopes were used was 1%, whereas by 1956 that percentage had jumped to 39%. By contrast, publications in Britain, Germany and Russia indicate that biochemists in Europe took up radioisotopes at a slower pace 11 . The rapidity with which radioisotopes became a routine element of American laboratories can be attributed to the US government's policy after the Second World War of providing radionuclides directly, and at a subsidized price, to qualified users. This was the silver lining of the Cold War for scientists: provisioning laboratories and hospitals with radioisotopes was meant to demonstrate that atoms could be used for peace as well as for war.
Two decades of small-scale, pioneering experiments preceded the government's isotope supply program. In 1923 George von Hevesy showed that radioactive lead a few years shake some information out of the cell…The quality of one's electron micrographs is very largely determined by the methods used in preparing the material. This is probably more true of these tissue cells than most other materials 9 .
As an infrastructure was gradually built such that any practitioner could more easily attain the equipment, materials and the elusive but essential 'hands-on' knowledge of culturing cells, more disciplines were able to 'shake some information out of the cell' . In the 1960s, hybridization and cloning techniques brought the cell into the realm of genetics; with the rise of somatic cell genetics, mitotic as well as meiotic inheritance could be studied. With selective media borrowed from bacterial work, scientists could use nutritional phenotypes as indicators of genetic differences between individual somatic cells taken from the same organism. Before this point, animal genetics was done mostly by breeding and by studying traits that were transmitted through the germline, a mode of experimentation impossible for the conduct of human genetics. The growing use of cell culture thus pulled the study of heredity away from a focus on the genetics of germ plasm and opened the way for studying genetics in somatic cells, particularly human cells 10 . Endocrinology began to focus on the role of the cell in the mechanism of hormone action with the introduction of tissue culture methods in the mid-1960s; previous to this, endocrinological studies had been conducted on whole animals or biochemical extracts. Molecular biology only returned to the intact cell in the 1980s, as it became possible to combine genetic engineering and analysis with cell culture to study the effect of inserted genetic material or of mutations and deletions in the genome. It is in this way that cultured cells have become so workaday in laboratories across the life sciences, and that the cell has come to occupy such a central organizing role in our understanding of life.
radioisotopes: traces of the manhattan project
Technologies do not advance apart from social conditions; as the example of tissue culture shows, philanthropy, professional organizations and material repositories can all propel a technique. Moreover, a sudden increase in the use of a particular tool may reflect a marked change in its accessibility or affordability to scientists. This is what tigate diverse processes in similar ways. In particular, radioisotopes enabled researchers in fields as diverse as endocrinology and ecology to follow molecular dynamics, tracing the movement of elements through ecosystems, organisms or metabolic pathways. A supply infrastructure that came out of the 'physicists' war' contributed significantly to major trends in biology and medicine.
In biochemistry, no achievement epitomized the promise of radioisotopes more than the elucidation of the photosynthetic pathway. Melvin Calvin (Fig. 4) and Andrew Benson employed 14 C-labeled carbon dioxide to show how this compound was converted first into phosphoglycerate, then, through several other biochemical steps, into sugars such as fructose. The availability of various radiolabeled compounds vastly accelerated the mapping of many other metabolic pathways in animals, plants and microbes. Researchers of bioenergetics, another flourishing subfield after the Second World War, used phosphorus-32 to follow the cellular uses of ATP as an energy currency.
The routine use of isotopic labels also became a prominent feature of molecular biology. The Hershey-Chase experiment, published in 1952, used phosphorus-32 and sulfur-32 purchased from Oak Ridge to label the components of a bacteriophage, showing the hereditary material to be the nucleic acid. The other classic eponymous experiment of that decade, the MeselsonStahl experiment of 1958, used a stable isotopic label, nitrogen-15, to demonstrate the semiconservative nature of DNA replication. The development of many new methods that fueled research in biochemistry and molecular biology during the 1960s through the 1980s, from nucleic acid hybridization and enzyme assays with radiolabeled compounds to DNA sequencing and Southern, northern and western blots, all relied on radioisotopes. By this period, researchers were purchasing their materials from commercial suppliers, such as New England Nuclear and Amersham, rather than from national atomic energy installations, though these companies owed their existence to the government's initiative in this area 20 .
The growing use of radioisotopes in clinical diagnostics was essentially an application of tracer methodology; in the early 1950s phosphorus-32 revealed tumors by localizing to areas of rapid cell growth, iodine-131 was used to assess thyroid function, and blood volume was determined using chromium-51. Some medical applications of ugation, electrophoresis and chromatography. Radiolabeling allowed a researcher to pick out the molecule of interest-or its successive metabolic byproducts-while using other instruments already at hand to isolate and identify biomolecules.
Whereas during the Second World War requests for radioisotopes had gone unfilled, within 2 years of the inauguration of the US government's distribution program, supply outstripped demand 18 . In response, the AEC actively sought to expand the base of users by increasing subsidies (radioisotopes for use in cancer research, therapy and diagnosis became free), offering courses to train researchers in radiation safety and isotope use, and contracting with companies to produce a wide array of radiolabeled compounds. In addition, the federal government indirectly supported the growing consumption of radioisotopes by its massive funding of extramural biomedical research, most notably through the National Institutes of Health.
The many advantages of radioisotopes, in conjunction with the government's commitment to subsidize their sales and cultivate new users, resulted in their farreaching distribution. Between 1946 and 1955, the AEC's Isotope Division at Oak Ridge sent out nearly 64,000 shipments of radioisotopes to more than 2,600 laboratories, clinics, and companies (Fig.  3) . The rapid uptake of AEC-produced radioisotopes into research resulted in the publication of more than 10,000 papers during the first postwar decade 19 . Life scientists used isotopic tracers to invesin the creation of a civilian federal agency, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), that was to harness the atom for humanitarian uses even as it continued producing nuclear weapons 14 . The AEC's postwar isotope distribution policy (which included supplying stable isotopes) was soon mirrored by initiatives in Canada and Britain associated with their national atomic energy programs.
The initial publicity around the AEC's radioisotope supply program emphasized their potential value as 'magic bullets' in treating cancer 15 . The idea was that selective localization of radioactive elements would enable the irradiation of tumors from within particular organs or tissues 16 . As it turned out, radioisotopes did not revolutionize most cancer treatment in this way (though cobalt-60 did supplant radium-226 as an external radiation source), but their use as tracers in research flourished in the postwar period.
The development of liquid scintillation counters, such as the popular Packard Tri-Carb automatic scintillation counter (introduced in 1957), expanded the use of low-energy emitters such as tritium and carbon-14, which became isotopic labels of choice in commercially available compounds 17 . As compared with relying on chemical extraction and purification, the measurement of radiolabeled compounds could often be performed on an intact system, whether a cell, plant or animal. By the same token, one of the great virtues of isotopic labeling was that it could be used in conjunction with many other laboratory separation methods, including ultracentrif- are proving themselves the most useful new research tool since the invention of the microscope in the 17 th Century; in fact, they represent that rarest of all scientific advances, a new mode of perception." 22 
concluding reflections
As the use of radioisotopes became more commonplace in research, their role in extending scientific vision became taken for granted. Cell culture techniques, too, transformed how biologists manipulated living materials, conceptualized problems and organized their work. Yet these techniques have become so basic to the conduct of life science that they tend to be regarded as merely part of the infrastructure of the laboratory. Our purpose in recounting how biologists took up these methods has been to place the material side of science in the foreground, as well as to point out how contingent historical developments, both global and local, gave rise to these tools and enabled their widespread circulation. The question is often posed whether technology drives discovery, or if conceptual innovation drives technical change. We would venture that the impact of these two methods reflects isotopes proved unexpectedly consequential for biology. A striking example of this is the invention of the radioimmunoassay technique by Rosalyn Yalow and Solomon Berson. Their 1956 finding of antibodies to insulin in patients receiving insulin therapy contradicted the then-dominant theory that peptides as small as insulin could not stimulate antibody production. The researchers subsequently developed the methodology for radioimmunoassay to demonstrate, in response to skeptics, that the plasma globulin that bound insulin in this group of patients was indeed an antibody. The principle could be widely generalized: antibodybased assays with radiolabeled ligands could detect a myriad of molecules. First adopted by researchers in endocrinology and diabetes research, radioimmunoassays spread to clinical diagnostics and also into basic research, used by molecular biologists in conjunction with related methods such as ELISA and western blotting 21 .
In each of these areas mentioned, radioisotopes were key to visualizing chemical transformations or detecting specific macromolecules. As an AEC report described radioisotopes to Congress, "As tracers, they 
